
CLASSIC
Sculpting Elegance in Stone: 
Studio Classic’s Vein-Cut Travertine Tiles Tell A Timeless Story



Grey

60X120 cm
24”X48”

 INTRODUCTION

Journey through the ages with
Studio Classic, an embodiment of
the enduring charm of vein-cut
travertine, cherished since the 
times of Ancient Rome. 

Each tile in this series is a true
masterpiece, featuring an 
exquisite array of 9 unique faces
and a V2 slight variation
meticulously designed to ensure
that the natural veining cascades
gracefully across every surface,
weaving a natural and enduring
visual tapestry that carries the
essence of centuries.

Designed in 4 exquisite shades
– Light, Silver, Beige, and Grey,
Studio Classic empower you to
harmonize your space with the
perfect colour, imparting a touch
of sophistication to any project.

 

The 60x120cm format is tailored
to help you achieve even more 
visually stunning and harmonious
aesthetics, providing the perfect
canvas for your design aspirations.

The Classic Series offers a choice
between 3 distinct finishes -
Structured R9, Lappato, and 
Polished, granting you the creative
freedom to redefine your design
visions as you see fit. Moreover,
boasting a low water absorption
rate of less than 0.5%, it unveils
limitless possibilities for your
design ambitions.
 
Explore the Studio Classic Series
and discover a journey through
time in every tile.

Studio Classic



FORMATS

SURFACES

SHADE

APPLICATIONS
FLOOR

WALL

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

STRUCTURED R9

OUTDOOR

COLORS

Light

Grey

Beige

Silver

60x120cm

POLISHED**
LAPPATO

** NOT IN REGULAR PRODUCTION



classic light
Classic Light transforms your space, offering a sense of spaciousness,

 tranquillity, and understated elegance, all beautifully accentuated
by its strikingly pronounced veins.
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Classic Light offers versatility, harmonizing with any design style to 
elevate your space’s ambiance and decor to perfection.



classic silver
 Classic Silver harmonizes silver and white veins into a symphony of

contemporary elegance, captivating your space.
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The captivating hues of Classic Silver marries luxury, sophistication, and modernity,
offering an immersive experience in a world of contemporary grandeur.



classic beige
Classic Beige is distinguished by its gentle and warm tones, crafting an

 environment that exudes a sense of cosiness and invitation.  
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Classic Beige serves as a timeless neutral canvas, allowing the seamless integration
of diverse decorating styles and furnishings for a classic look.



classic grey
Distinguished with its graceful grey and light grey veining, Classic Grey tiles

establish refined harmony, crafting a timeless and cohesive aesthetic.
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Classic Grey, an enchanting shade of grey, can instantly draw your
attention and captivate your senses. 



60x120 2 33 92.16 2130 64

10 mm60x120CM MATT TILES THICKNESS
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